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Abstract—In this work, we captured 36 days of I/O trace
from NEXUS 5 and analyzed database usage of each application. We found that 70% of synchronous write I/Os
are snet_files_info.db, es0.db, and gmail.com.db.
There were 1533 records in snet_files_info.db that
has to be updated for Google mobile service which creates write amplification of 6×106 . Out of 62 tables in
es0.db, only 2 tables were the most frequently used tables,
but surprisingly the two tables share almost exact data.
mailstore.x@gmail.com.db creates heavy synchronous
writes during during checkpoint operation.
Index Terms—Android, Mobile Platform, Smartphone, Mobile Database, Database I/O usage

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the advent of the smartphone, usage of mobile
devices have gradually increased its share in the computing
market share, and to some extent it is considered as a
representative personal computing device. A research shows
that 85% of people feels that the mobile device is central to
their everyday life and spends about 3.3 hours a day on their
smartphones [1]. Although the number of everyday mobile
device users are increasing, there are not many studies on
common usage patterns of many mobile applications. It
is important to understand the I/O behavior because I/O
matters to life span of flash storage on mobile devices and
performance of applications.
There are dozens of pre-installed user apps on a smartphone (e.g., NEXUS 5 has 29 Apps), and most of the other
apps are provided by different 3rd party developers. Also, it
is well known fact that most of the data both user App and
platform generated are stored to the storage using database
[2], [3]. At first glance, we thought that applications would
generate a lot of database related I/Os. As we have set out to
explore the usage of database, surprisingly we found that it is
not the applications that needs attention but Google related
mobile services are highly inefficient in terms of database
usage (especially, es0.db and snet_files_info.db).
II. E XPERIMENT S ETUP
We developed a real-time I/O collector to capture the I/O
trace of Android based mobile devices, and captured the I/O
trace on NEXUS 5 [4] starting from 2015-04-25 00:00 to
2015-05-31 24:00 (36 days). The developed I/O collector is
extended version of MOST [2] with a server to store the
captured data [3]. NEXUS 5 is equipped with 16 GByte of
internal eMMC and runs Android Ver 4.4 KitKat on top of
Linux Kernel Ver 3.4.0, and it also uses SQLite Ver 3.7.11 as
default database. We used SQLite Analyzer [6], SQLiteman
[7], and SQLite Database Browser [8] to analyzer SQLite
databases structures and stored data. When we believe it is
necessary, we captured the state of a database before and
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Fig. 1: I/O behavior of snet_files_info.db Update
after a particular action of an application to have better
understanding of what is going on with the application.
III. DATABASE I/O A NALYSIS
We analyzed user I/O trace on NEXUS 5 that is captured
during 2015-04-25 00:00 to 2015-05-31 24:00 (36 days).
The total number and the sum of I/Os collected accounts to
7,196,131 and about 150 GByte of data, respectively. The
number and the volume of synchronous write which we are
interested in is 3,427,647 and about 39 GByte, respectively.
If we removed metadata and file system journal writes from
the synchronous write, there are 2,347,886 I/Os. We chose
top three rank of databases that generated the most I/Os,
which is shown in Table I. We analyze them to understand
their usage pattern. Although there are a lot more to discuss
about the tables, we point out few things only because the
page is limited.
A. Case Study 1: snet_files_info.db
Purpose of snet_files_info.db is to keep track
of list of files that needs to be used for Google mobile
service, and the database file keeps list of 1,553 files and
their updated time–time_ms field has size of 13 Byte.
The part where database operates on each row of data
to update a value is simple and straightforward, but the
impact of such operation on storage can be easily overlooked.
Fig. 1 shows the effect of three database I/O update pattern
on snet_files_info.db. One database update creates
4 accesses to .db, 6 accesses to .db-journal, and 2
directory entry updates, and the volume it generates are
16 KByte, 28 KByte, and 16 KByte, respectively. Overall,
update to 1553 rows of data results in 75 MByte that is write
amplification of 6×106 to update 1553× same 13 Byte. Note
that, this database I/O accounts for 43% of all synchronous
writes.
B. Case Study 2: es0.db
Social network service, Google+ uses es0.db to save
various background metadata about user activities. es0.db
consists of 62 tables–32 tables on the .db file did not
receive any updates, and only 2 tables, ALL_TILES and
ALL_PHOTOS, holds most of the data (68.2% and 27.1%,
respectively). ALL_TILES and ALL_PHOTOS has 13 fields

TABLE I: Count and Size of I/Os of Frequently Updated Databases in Smartphone (×1000, Count/Size)
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Fig. 2: I/O Count in mailstore.x@gmail.com.db
for storing metadata of pictures along with photo album
indexes and 30 fields for storing another set of metadata of
pictures, respectively. We observed 91 consecutive database
updates at the most and on average there were 4 updates
on the database file. We found it interesting to see that
ALL_TILES and ALL_PHOTOS shares same information
on most of the fields, but saves the exact same information
on two different tables, which suggests that tables are not
normalized properly.
C. Case Study 3: mailstore.x@gmail.com.db
mailstore.x@gmail.com.db is a database to manage received emails, which uses WAL SQLite journal mode.
WAL file is known as the least I/O generating journal mode,
but it potentially suffers from writing a lot of data when it
is time to checkpoint the WAL file. As a result, .db file
receives a lot more I/Os than .db-wal file. Our analysis
shows that there are six time more I/Os observed on .db file
(75,798) than .db-wal file (13,403). Fig. 2 shows a box
plot of number of I/Os observed on two files at the time of
SQLite checkpoint. It shows that .db file exhibits 14 times
more I/Os than .db-wal file. On one occasion, .db file
received 550 consecutive I/Os on checkpoint. Note that each
writes are synchronously written to the device which might
cause the device to lag to complete the checkpoint.
IV. R ELATED WORK
Recent studies suggest that I/O stack of mobile devices
are not optimized and needs significant attention [2], [3],
[9]. Lee et al. [2] is the first to point out the problem of
journaling of journal and Jeong et al. [3] and Kim et al.
[9] pioneered to solve the problem by modifying the SQLite
journaling mechanism. In this work, we further analyze the
effect of database structure and application access behavior
on the I/O subsystem.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we implemented a real time I/O collector
to capture 36 days of I/O trace on NEXUS 5. We found
that only three databases account for about 70% of all

Write I/O
0.04 / 0.18
0.25 / 154
1 / 15
720 / 39,414

Sync. Write
1014 / 4538
540 / 3,087
94 / 1,157
3,427 / 39,062

.db
401 / 1651
303 / 1,259
75 / 353
943 / 4,990

.db-j or .wal
608 / 2828
236 / 1,980
13 / 714
1,145 / 6,804

synchronous write I/Os. We analyzed the structure and
the usage of the databases and found number of things.
First, snet_files_info.db updates 1533 records for
Google mobile service which results in write amplification
of six million. Second, es0.db keeps number of tables but
only 2 tables are most frequently accessed, which generates
significant number of I/Os. Third, when checkpoint occurs
on mailstore.x@gmail.com.db as much as 550 I/Os
can be generated to flush out the actual data user stored.
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